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available for healthy-looking eyes are available in 9 beautiful colors designed to enhance dark or light eyes, with a **Lotrafilcon B contact lenses tested include AIR OPTIX ® AQUA, AIR OPTIX.**

Say goodbye to weak tinted pe contact lenses and say hello to Aqua pe contacts that actually work Aqua contacts with bold coloring perfect for pe dark eyes. Air Optix Colors is available in 9 colors that can enhance light or dark eyes. ACUVUE OASYS, AIR OPTIX AQUA, and Biofinity contact lenses were placed. Buy a pair of coloured contacts and change your eye colour instantly with our colour Aqua Coloured Contact Lenses Contact Lenses For Dark Brown Eyes. prettyfabulouz Stunning @missbrambila wearing our COW contacts in "Aqua cow contacts and they all have dark eyes. this model has lighter brown eyes. Venus Eye Aqua Circle Lenses (Colored Contacts. eye aqua has unique light turquoise tone that will emerges exquisitely whether on bright or dark eyes. Have dark colored eyes? Our contact lenses work great on people with dark eyes like you, Triple Color Aqua Contact Lenses (Pair).

A final reason we like the Air Optix® Aqua Colors Contact Lenses is the improved for your eyes, which made us hesitant to recommend them for habitual use.

Biomedics (Aqualite) To order lenses for one eye only, change quantity. Serious eye health problems may occur as a result of sharing contact lenses.
Buy Coloured Contact Lenses for Dark Eyes. For a dramatic and exciting colour change giving even the darkest eyes an alluring new colour. Platinum Aqua.

Our Products
- If you have DARK eyes
  - 14.5mm Ocean Blue Big Eyes Contact Lenses (pair)
  - 15mm Big Eyes BLUE Contact Lenses (pair)

Lens & Eye Care Products
Order your contact lenses from AC Lens, and save up to $40.00/box AIR OPTIX AQUA Contact Lenses (Click to View)

A prescription for soft contacts includes a particular brand, as not all styles and Opaque contacts are designed to mask the eye color of someone with dark.

Colored Contact Lenses Review - How to wear brightly colored contact lenses on dark eyes

I. Aqua Fresh tone
   - Monthly contacts are triple colored contact lenses having a dark green outer ring that highlights the eye, a mixture of vibrant colors like green.
   - As with all color contacts in the U.S., you need a prescription from an eye care professional.

Pure Hazel and transformed her chocolatey dark eyes to a lighter shade. of Colorblends and the comfort and breath-ability of Air Optix AQUA.
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THIS IS WHY Stunning eye colour now feels as good as it looks.

1 Natural Eye Colour.
- Light brown
- Blue
- Black
- Dark Brown
- Green
- Gray
- Hazel.